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            Abstract
The anatomical and functional architecture of the human brain is mainly determined by prenatal transcriptional processes. We describe an anatomically comprehensive atlas of the mid-gestational human brain, including de novo reference atlases, in situ hybridization, ultra-high-resolution magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and microarray analysis on highly discrete laser-microdissected brain regions. In developing cerebral cortex, transcriptional differences are found between different proliferative and post-mitotic layers, wherein laminar signatures reflect cellular composition and developmental processes. Cytoarchitectural differences between human and mouse have molecular correlates, including species differences in gene expression in subplate, although surprisingly we find minimal differences between the inner and outer subventricular zones even though the outer zone is expanded in humans. Both germinal and post-mitotic cortical layers exhibit fronto-temporal gradients, with particular enrichment in the frontal lobe. Finally, many neurodevelopmental disorder and human-evolution-related genes show patterned expression, potentially underlying unique features of human cortical formation. These data provide a rich, freely-accessible resource for understanding human brain development.
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                    Figure 1: Prenatal human brain atlas components.


Figure 2: Laminar gene expression mirrors developmental processes in prenatal neocortex.


Figure 3: Co-expression analyses of prenatal cortex.


Figure 4: Common and distinct subplate markers in human and mouse.


Figure 5: Areal patterning in the developing neocortex.
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Figure 1 Representative Nissl sections for laser microdissection (LMD) of 16 pcw and 21 pcw brains.
a, b, Nissl-stained sections were annotated and used to determine LMD region boundaries for 16 pcw (a) and 21 pcw (b) brains. Regions from adjacent sections on PEN membrane slides were captured using these annotations as guidelines. Labels show full name and abbreviation for representative planes of section through presumptive neocortical regions. Panel b is a higher resolution modified version of the bottom row in Fig. 1d of the main manuscript.


Extended Data Figure 2 Overview of magnetic resonance imaging data acquired from the post-mortem, formalin-fixed human fetal brain samples.
Diffusion-weighted MRI were acquired for each sample using a steady state free precession sequence (b = 730 s per mm2; 44 directions), yielding maps of apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) (first row) and of fractional anisotropy (FA) (second row). Whole-brain deterministic tractography results (third row) represent visualization of tractography output data filtered by a coronal slice filter. Structural data were acquired for each sample using a multi-echo flash sequence with images acquired at alpha = 40 providing optimal contrast to identify cortical and subcortical structures of interest (fourth row).


Extended Data Figure 3 White matter fibre tracts in fetal human brain.
a–d, Orientation-encoded diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) colormaps in the left panel (a) and the three-dimensionally reconstructed fetal white matter fibres in the right panels (b–d) for fetal brains at 15 pcw (upper row), 16 pcw (middle row) and 19 pcw (lower row). The orientation-encoded DTI colormaps are in axial planes at the anterior commissure level. The red, pink, green and purple fibres in the right panels are cc in (b), cp and icp in (c) and pvf in (d), respectively. The transparent whole brain and yellow thalamus are also shown as anatomical guidance in (b–d). The scale bars are shown in the left panel (a). The fibre name abbreviations are: cc, corpus callosum; cp, cerebral peduncle; icp, inferior cerebellar peduncle; pvf, periventricular fibres (transient fibres coursing around the germinal matrix and only existing in the prenatal brain).


Extended Data Figure 4 Module eigengene expression of remaining modules in the cortical network.
Module eigengene expression of remaining 38 modules averaged across brain and layer. Each box corresponds to average module eigengene expression of all samples in that layer (rows) and brain (columns). Red corresponds to higher expression.


Extended Data Figure 5 Temporal patterning of whole cortex WGCNA modules across early to mid-gestational periods in BrainSpan RNA-seq cortical data.
RNA-seq RPKM values for 8–22 pcw specimens in the BrainSpan database for genes assigned to WGCNA modules (Fig. 3 in main manuscript) were correlated with age. For each module (Fig. 3a–c; x axis), the average correlation (± standard error of the mean) between expression of genes in that module and age (y axis) is plotted. Many of the modules show increases (positive correlation) or decreases (negative correlation) with age. In particular, modules C38 (decreasing with age) and C22 (increasing with age) presented in the main manuscript (see Fig. 3b, left column) show consistent trends with age in both data sets.


Extended Data Figure 6 Gene sets corresponding to GABAergic interneurons and proliferating layers also are highly expressed in the ganglionic eminences.
To examine the relationship between genes enriched in the cortical ventricular zone, including gene modules associated with GABAergic interneurons and mitotically active proliferative cells, WGCNA was performed on the combined cortical and GE samples (referred to as the ‘GE network’). a, Genes from module C31 in the whole cortex WGCNA (GABAergic interneurons) are assigned primarily to three modules in the GE network. GE31a has a similar pattern in cortex as C31, is highly expressed in GE and is enriched in genes associated with GABAergic interneurons. Other genes from C31 were assigned to modules with other cortical patterns and functional ontological associations (GE31b, GE31c). b, Genes from module C38 in the whole cortex WGCNA also divide primarily into three GE modules that are enriched in both the cortical germinal layers and the GE. These modules are enriched for genes expressed in astrocytes, potentially reflecting expression in radial glia, and are associated with cell cycle. For all plots, module eigengene (ME) expression is averaged across brain and layer (as in Fig. 3b), also including LGE, MGE and CGE (referred to here collectively as GE). Numbers in parentheses below each plot show the number of genes from module C31 in a, or C38 in b, out of the total number of module genes in the newly generated network. One representative enrichment category for each module is shown with enrichment P value.


Extended Data Figure 7 FISH of hub genes in ventricular-zone-enriched modules shows expected laminar enrichment and largely non-overlapping subcellular distributions.
a, Fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) in proliferative layers of 15 pcw human cortex for three genes in modules G7 and G8 in the germinal layers network shown in Fig. 3 of the manuscript (see Fig. 3d–f)—SPATA13, NR2E1 and DTL. All three genes show enrichment in the ventricular zone compared to the subventricular zone as expected based on microarray data. Nuclei are labelled with DAPI (blue). b. High-magnification images in the ventricular zone show double labelling for each pair of genes (with fluor reversal, lower row) and show complex subcellular distributions. SPATA13, NR2E1 and (to a lesser extent) DTL appear to be expressed in most cells in the ventricular zone, but these genes are typically expressed in non-overlapping punctate cytoplasmic locations (excluded from DAPI-stained nuclei in blue). b is at ×50 magnification relative to a.


Extended Data Figure 8 Laminar gene expression of putative SP markers for human and mouse in prenatal human cortex.
a, Novel human subplate-enriched genes showing at least eightfold enrichment in subplate in all four prenatal human brains. CDH18, a known subplate marker in mouse, is presented as a positive control. b, Genes with differences in subplate expression between mouse and human. These genes have been reported as subplate-enriched in mouse studies but do not show human subplate enrichment. Labelling as in Fig. 4a of the main manuscript. Microarray data are plotted as the average ±s.e.m. for each layer in each of the four brains analysed (colours).


Extended Data Figure 9 Areal gradients are consistent with patterns in BrainSpan RNA-seq cortical data, particularly for post-mitotic layers.
RNA-seq RPKM values for 8–22 pcw specimens in the BrainSpan database were used to assess rostral caudal patterning for all genes in prenatal development. Specifically, gene expression was correlated with a template of frontal cortex samples (1) versus samples from other cortical areas (0), such that positive correlations correspond to rostral enrichment. The same density plot of the resulting correlations is plotted for each layer in black. For each layer (except the subpial granular zone), density plots for the subset of rostral (red) and caudal (green) genes identified in this study (Fig. 5h) are shown. Note the significant offset of density curves for rostral and caudal genes in MZ, CPo, CPi, and IZ (and other layers to a lesser extent), indicating good agreement in areal gradient genes between studies.


Extended Data Figure 10 Areal and laminar expression patterning of FOXP2.
a, Summarized expression levels of FOXP2 across each lobe, layer and brain. b, FOXP2 shows enrichment in parietal and temporal regions overlapping Wernicke’s area in subplate at all three time points. c, FOXP2 shows enrichment in frontal cortex in germinal zones. Red corresponds to higher expression.
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This file contains Supplementary Methods and Supplementary Table 1, which gives additional biological insights into the prenatal human brain. (PDF 274 kb)


Supplementary Table 2
Complete ontology for the BrainSpan project, showing the subset of structures and layers assayed in this study. Further details in the "Key" tab of the spreadsheet. (XLS 531 kb)


Supplementary Table 3 and 4
Layer of maximal expression (with statistics) for each gene in each brain (Supplementary Table 3). These data were used for Figure 2d. Enrichment analysis for laminar genes at 21pcw (Supplementary Table 4). Significantly enriched gene ontology and brain-related categories are listed. Further details in the "Key" tab of the spreadsheet. (XLS 6409 kb)


Supplementary Table 5
Module assignments and module membership for each gene in the cortical network. Genes listed in Figure 3b were chosen from this table. Further details in the "Key" tab of the spreadsheet. (XLS 27162 kb)


Supplementary Table 6
Enrichment analysis for genes in each cortical network module. Significantly enriched DAVID categories and relevant brain-related categories, including cell type enrichment are listed. Details are described in the worksheet labeled "Key". (XLS 1368 kb)


Supplementary Table 7
Enrichment analysis for genes in each germinal network module. Significantly enriched DAVID categories and relevant brain-related categories, including cell type enrichment are listed. Details are described in the worksheet labeled "Key". (XLS 450 kb)


Supplementary Table 8
150 marker genes for human and/or mouse subplate, along with evidence for defining these genes as SP markers. Genes listed in Figure 4 were selected from this table. Further details in the "Key" tab of the spreadsheet. (XLS 81 kb)


Supplementary Table 9
All genes identified as showing frontal to temporal gradient patterning in the developing human neocortex are included. Subsets of these genes, which are associated with human accelerated conserved noncoding sequences (haCNSs) or that are consistent with mouse, are also highlighted. Further details in the "Key" tab of the spreadsheet. (XLS 217 kb)
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        Editorial Summary
New whole-brain mapping resources
With President Barack Obama's BRAIN (Brain Research through Advancing Innovative Neurotechnologies) initiative now entering year two, this issue of Nature presents two landmark papers that mobilize 'big science' resources to the cause. Hongkui Zeng and colleagues present the first brain-wide, mesoscale connectome for a mammalian species — the laboratory mouse — based on cell-type-specific tracing of axonal projections. The wiring diagram of a complete nervous system has long been available for a small roundworm, but neuronal connectivity data for larger animals has been patchy until now. The new three-dimensional Allen Mouse Brain Connectivity Atlas is a whole-brain connectivity matrix that will provide insights into how brain regions communicate. Much of the data generated in this project will be of relevance to investigations of neural networks in humans and should help to further our understanding of human brain connectivity and its involvement in brain disorders. In a separate report Ed Lein and colleagues present a transcriptional atlas of the mid-gestational human brain at high spatial resolution, based on laser microdissection and DNA microarray technology. The structure and function of the human brain is largely determined by prenatal transcriptional processes that initiate gene expression, but our understanding of the developing brain has been limited. The new data set reveals transcriptional signatures for developmental processes associated with the massive expansion of neocortex during human evolution, and suggests new cortical germinal zones or postmitotic neurons as sites of dynamic expression for many genes associated with neurological or psychiatric disorders.
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